TØL4901 Master Thesis - 2014-2015
Emnekode:
TØL4901
Emnenavn:
Master Thesis
Faglig nivå:
Master (syklus 2)
Studiepoeng:
30
Varighet:
Vår
Språk:
Engelsk
Forutsetter bestått:
IMT4421 Scientific Methodology
TØL4081 Industry project.
70 ECTS of the master program courses must be passed before the approval of the master thesis
Forventet læringsutbytte:
The thesis will demonstrate the student's ability to define and complete a science project with the aim
to produce new knowledge. The thesis will demonstrate the student’s ability to:
Knowledge :
choose relevant methods according to the problem definition
carry out the project according the chosen methods
discuss the results and draw defensible conclusions and make recommendations
Skills :
clearly and independently define a significant problem relevant to the master's program
arrange necessary studies or experiments
General competenc e:
Are capable of acquiring new knowledge
Are capable of presenting scientific work and results in oral form
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Emnets temaer:
The student shall pick a specific problem of relevance to the master's program.
The topic must represent a challenge within the specific area and must require that the student adheres
to practices that are common within the area.
The topic must be preapproved by the supervisor.
Pedagogiske metoder:
Annet
Pedagogiske metoder (fritekst):
The course will be made accessible for both campus- and remote students. Every student are free to
choose the pedagogic arrangement form that are best fitted for her/his own requirement.
The lectures in the course will be given on campus and are open for both categories of students.
Lectures that sums up the main issues in the lecture will also be available on internet through GUC’s
learning management system (ClassFronter).
Tutoring are given at campus in accordance to announced times. In addition there will be at least on
gathering at campus for remote students with mandatory laboratory exercises.
Tutoring is also available on internet.
Vurderingsformer:
Annet
Vurderingsformer:
Project rapport and oral presentation
Karakterskala:
Bokstavkarakterer, A (best) - F (ikke bestått)
Sensorordning:
The master thesis will have one internal and one external censor and one or two student opponent
Utsatt eksamen (tidl. kontinuasjon):
After failure (F), the student may submit a new or a revised thesis once. If the student chooses to
submit a revised version of the thesis, this must be submitted in the following semester.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Obligatoriske arbeidskrav:
The student must participate in the supervision as a supervisee. The student must present a project
status report to the supervisor within 3 months and demonstrate that the project can be completed
according to the current project plan or, alternatively, adjust the plan accordingly to ensure a successful
outcome. The status report must be approved by the supervisor. The student is required to defend the
master thesis in an oral presentation with one fellow student as opponent. The student is required to
review the work of one fellow student and to present this review during the student's defense.
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Ansvarlig avdeling:
Avdeling for teknologi, økonomi og ledelse
Emneansvarlig:
Professor Stig Roland Ottosen
Klar for publisering:
Ja
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